MEASURE FOR MEASORE; QOARTET AND ItBEN THE WICKED MAN
Martien Kappers-den Hollander
In 1928 Jean Rhya published her first novel Postures (Quartet in later editions'fj
which centered on a troubled year in her marriage to the Dutch journalist Jean Lengletl
While they were living in Paris in 1924, Lenglet was arrested by French authorities ohi
charge of petty mdsezzleoent, and subsequently convicted. As he was serving his s e n t ^
in a prison outside Paris, Rhys was offered shelter in the home of her literary patron^
Ford Madox Ford and his common-law wife, the Australian painter Stella Bowen. The
relationship developed into a ménage à trois that was to prove fatal to Rhys' marriage^
with Lenglet as well as to Ford's union with Bowen.
Of the quartet made up by Rhys, Lenglet, Ford and Bowen, Ford Madox Ford is usuS.
presented as the only member who did not publicize his view of the events so thinly
disguised in Quartet. That novel, which focused on the plight of the adulterous wife,
succeeded in 1932 by Barred, Lenglet's counterpart, which emphasized the point of vie%rl'ir;
the cuckolded husband.^ Stella Bowen, in turn, discussed the affair from the angle of*^
condoning partner in her autobiography Drawn from Life (1941). While both Rhys and
Lenglet can be said to have settled, in their fictions, a score of some kind with th»J
other participants, Bowen's account strikes the reader as an attendit at fairness towar
both Ford and his "girl"; Lenglet is dismissed as "an undesirable husband."^ Bowen
herself emerges as sensible, generous and disinterested throughout.
4»
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Jean Rhys disputed this view:
I suppose Stella did see me as a lost soul a doomed creature but an
insignificant lost soul a lost soul who didn't matter with a background
of darkness s disorder just as I saw her in the end as a very
conventional woman pretending for her own sake to be a 'sport' (her word
not mine) someone who sees everything c everybody in terms of money or
snobbery incapable of really understanding so incapable of pity. (...)
Both prejudiced of course.
It did seem to me though that she'd left out 'Tnl
suppressed (sic) so much that her version of things was completely
^ J
false
^
,,,
Rhys' reaction is part of her furious dismissal of Arthur Mizener's biography of Ford, fÄ
Saddest Storyi which she had borrowed from a lending library in Devonshire in 1972. Sh,
mentions having replied to various questions of Mizener's prior to publication of hia.it
biography, but apparently he had not sent her a copy when it came out in 1971, Jean Rhÿ»
had never read Stella Bowen's autobiography: "I was quite certain that Stella's opinion o
me wouldn't be .pleasant to read."« Predictably, some of Mizener's quotations from Drawn^
from Life aroused her anger. She "didn't quite like" Mizener's letters to her either a n S
had decided not to read his book on Ford, but changed her mind later on because, "For o n S
thing I was curious to know if Mizener's version of Ford's childhood would be at all l i k «
what Ford had told me himself."^
Rhys' fury was not aimed at Ford Madox Ford; after all, Mizener's biography does nc
discuss' Ford's opinion of her in any way. In his letters and memoirs he seems never to •W have alluded to their relationship.® After his death, Janice Ford Biala, Ford's literary^*,
executrix, suggested to an interviewer that such reticence would be quite in character*
Ford was a very private person and a very proud one. He never replied
to any charge. Nothing has been heard from Ford's side laecause he
thought it 'beneath his dignity to answer.
But you might say his silence
was used against him...^
Ford's biographer appears to support Biala's view when he points to Ford's stated
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disapproval of cOnfeaslonal fiction; “ CFord] committed himself to the view that the

.
^

biographical part of literature is a menace to art.-8 But Mizener also shows that Ford
did not always sticlc to such commitments.
The Saddest Story emphasizes that various
episodes from Ford-s novel The G6òd Soldier (1915)9 can be seen as attempts at fictional
revenge, in particular on some of the "women in Ford's life." Though according to Mizener
yord eventually removed from The Good Soldier the most glaring autobiographical allusions
he also suggest, that Ford's portrait of Leonora is modeled upon Ford's wife Elsie
Martindale. and that the figure of Florence, li)tewise, is partly based on the woman he
left his wife for, the English novelist Violet Hunt (one of Stella Bowen's predecessors)
Mizener's biography provides evidence that other women characters in The Good Soldier are
composite portraits of various female protégées and mistresses of Ford's.^°
On the evidence of The Good Soldier alone, then. Janice Blala's view of Ford as
non-vindictlve regarding love-relationships that had gone sour seems disputable. Mizener
gives Ford t h e ^ n e f i t of the doubt: after all, Pord "wor)ced hard to r e m L e fro^ T ^ Good
soldier the evidence that it was based on personal e x p e r i e n c e . B u t other critics have
held less Jcindly views, among them Roger Sale, who called The Good Soldier "a poisoned
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revenge (...); through his portrait of Leonora, Ford could implicate his wife," while
-five years after coming to Violet Hunt for the cutting asunder of hi, difflc^ltres she
appeared as Florence Dowell."^2
uities she

And it was not only in The Good Soldier that Ford seems to have been Intent on a
recovery of losses from disappointing emotional entanglements. Mizener draws attention to
thI!“ i e s L ' ‘" l t T ® " wor)csl3 .Which also point to a fictional settling of scores. Given
this thesis, it is surprising that he failed to spot the connection between one of those
late novels, »hen the »icAred «an, and Ford's involvement with Jean Rhys (and t L
^9^^ T l T " " T
«Aen the Wicked Man on 17 December
Whe^ir
r
publication of Postures in October of the same year.l«
When it came out in 1931 his novel was unfavorably reviewed and seems to have ghiOtly
noticed that it contains a caricature of Jean Rhys as well as various oblique references
iournLrfi

burlesque portrait of Rhys as a lewd and drun)cen Creole

iuiriar
inconsistent that it is doubtful whether many readers
would have j o t the point even if When the Wicked Man had not so quiOcly sun)c into
obscurity.

Only the handful of people intimately involved in the events of 1924-25

Z e n
r
ho Rhys, but we have no evidence that either
Bowen, Rhys or Lenglet ever read the novel.

had .
had turned her against him.

Mizener's letters and questionnaires
.If this had not been the case, Mizener might just possibly

Z u t Z r ' Z
Story. Moreover, .by finding out more
tóout her he would perhaps have detected some points of connection with Ford's novel, and
th r
had fictionalized yet another affair of his
that had gone wrong,
«hen the Wicked Man seems to be now virtually unobtainable, 1« which
s he reason why Mizener provides a synopsis of its plot; I'' I follow his exangjle,
adapting my su«»«ry from his, as an introduction to a discussion of some of the novel's
autobiographical and intertextual aspects.
Joseph Notterdam, an English immigrant in America, is the head of a famous old New
or publishing house which he sees as a purely commercial enterprise. As the novel opens
a conscience is weighed down by the inadequacies of his life; his heavy drinJcing, his
poor health, his domestic unhappiness, his- extra-marital affairs’, his unscrupulous
®oney maiclng. His latest victim is a man from his home village, at starving English author
called Porter, who commits suicide after Notterdam has dishonestly repudiated a contract
With him. When Notterdam'. oldest friend and business rival Kratch, an Immigrant of Dutch
abroad (ostensibly on holiday but in reality to undergo surgery which proves

fatal), Notterdam gata seriously involved with Henrietta, Kratch's devoted ••cret^ç^j
During his friend's absence, Notterdam discover» that Kratch has not only been his
In business, but has had a long-standing affair with Motterdam's estranged wife,,. ^
effort to escape from an Increasingly complicated and oppressive lifestyle. Netterai
decides to leave his would-be fiancée and to travel bach to England. On board shi;"
harassed by Iiola, Porter's widow, who has thrown herself at Notterdam after her^h^i^^
suicide.
She has pressed him Into taking her along, blackmailing him In a muddled*’^!
never becomes clear whether she la aware of Notterdam's responsibility for her husti^i
death or not). In exasperation Notterdam tries to seduce her after they have arrivi
England, but he la Interrupted by one of Lola's lovers, a gangster who has followed,
the same boat. Mistaking the man for the "Doppelgänger” that has been haunting hla
befuddled brain, Notterdam shoots him and Is taken Into British custody.
But he Is
set free, and on his return to America he Is welcomed back as a public hero. His f
Initially reluctant. Is now eager to marry him; his crooked business schemes have. *
flourished In hla absence; his wife will grant him a divorce.
So much for Notterdan{*
plans to save his soul; as the title Ironically suggests, thus fares "the wicked man^wl.
turneth away from his wickedness that he hath committed and doeth that which Is law^.*‘^
right. "18
Such a plot summary would not alert many students of Rhys to possible connectlo|;a
with her life and work. However, a reading of Ford’s novel Itself (If It could be 9 0 ^^
hold of) would probcdJly suggest such a connection, especially upon consideration of ths
events that led to the writing of. Quartet, and the publication history of Mien the
Man. The situation*of Notterdam and his wife Elspeth who take In a destitute Creole.^
journalist would certainly bring to mind Ford Madox Ford and Stella Bowen taking In ans
aspiring West Indian writer called Jean Rhys, as well as their fictional counterparts
Quartet, Hugh and Lois Heldler and Marya Zelll. But another autobiographically Inspire
couple In another novel by-Ford would also be brought to mind: Edward and Leonora
Ashburnham of The Good Soldier, written thirteen years earlier.^® Like Leonora, Elspetí
has at one point saved her husband from bankruptcy "with herr household economies of man's
years"; ^ 8
like Edward Ashburnham, Joseph Notterdam has mixed feelings ad;out thls.i
frequently occurred to Notterdam to wonder why it was that there was so little - why 1
was there was no - affection between himself and a woman whom he could not regard as
anything but absolutely a d m i r a b l e , s u r e l y echoes Edward's observation that Leonora*
management of his money affairs "made her more hateful to him - and more worthy of
t
respect.
,4«^
But this attitude of resentment and respect Is, of course, also characteristic o£«^
Heldler's view of Lois; and there are other points of resemblance between himself and
Notterdam.
"Heavyish in build, light haired, blue-grey-eyed and tall and high
coloured,
Motterdam is the physical counterpart of Hugh Heldler, "a tall, fair man
tremendous
his shoulders
his eyes
light-blue. .24 A Fordian self-portrait in,.i
part, ^ 8 Notterdam, with his'unscrupulousness, his bouts of depression and self-hatred,
hla longing for relief from self-imposed troubles, ’recalls Rhys' portrait of Ford as.
Heldler:
■ *v
His eyes were ....- Intelligent, but with a curious underlying Impression
of obtuseness - even of brutality. (...)
"I bet that man Is a bit oX a
brute sometimes,” thought Marya .... (...)
"Oh, God, I am so utterly
sick of myself sometimes" (...) Heldler said gloomily (...), "I wish I
were dead."^®

»1»

Elspeth Notterdam shows fewer points of resemblance to Lois Heldler, though her reaction
to Lola Porter's presence in their house is reminiscent of Lois' treatment of Marya Zelll
_
when she moves in with the'Heidlers.
It may well be a,record of what Ford had observed of M
Stella Bowen and Jean Rhys together; but such a connection. If It exists, must remain
. „
unexplored for lack of Information from Ford's side.^^
.... .

L

t While it does not appear to be linlced to any of Ford's previous fictions, the
itliation of the other couple in When the Wicked Man. Lola Porter and her husband, does
* nifest superficial likenesses with the plight of Jean Rhys and Jean Longlet, and of
"heir fictional counterparts in Quartet. Like the Lenglets and the Zellis, the Porters
^re foreigners "down on [their] ^ c k in a formidably vast foreign city"28 - in this case
^ew York. IJ-ke Jean Lenglet, but unlike Stephan Zelli, Porter is a starving author; and
unlike either of them he is Lola's second husband; her first, "A Rum Row organiser (...),
died of wounds in jail."^® After his death, and even after her second marriage, Lola has
continued to associate with the "bootleggers, journalists, racketeers, poor authors,
gangsters, who had been the friends of her first husband."3° Ford's description of Lola's
milieu sounds like an exaggerated version of the picture Stella Bowen draws of Jean Rhys;
... she was a doomed soul, violent and demoralised .... She took the
lid off the world that she knew, and showed us an underworld of
darkness and disorder, where officialdom, the bourgeoisie and the
31
police were the eternal enemies ....
If Ford was trying through When the Wicked Man to attack Jean Lenglet (whose novel
Barred, with its damning portrait of Ford as HObner, had not yet been published^^), he
appears to have sought it in the realm of Freudian wish-fulfilment.
The four characters
that seem to make up together a^ fictional portrait of,Lenglet (one in prison, one Dutch,
one a writer, one Lola's lover) are all killed off in the course of events. Lola's first
husband is actually dead before the novel opens; her second is driven to suicide by
Rotterdam himself; Kratch, his rival in business and in love, dies in France of a fatal
iliness; and Lola's gangster lover is shot by Rotterdam. Ford's portrait oif Jean Rhys is
more of one piece. Onlike Marya Zelli, but somewhat like her creator (who attempted to do
journalistic work when she lived in Paris in the-twenties) Lola Porter is a journalist,
and "from one of the West Indian Islands"^^ at that. - Her "affair" with Rotterdam (if that
is the proper term for their remarkably asexual relationship) is a one-way street from the
beginning. Even before her husband's death Lola starts to make eyes at a reluctant
Rotterdam, ¿md afterwards she persistently persecutes and embarrasses him. She even
threatens him with her journalistic "connections": “"Your disgusting story shall Ise
broadcasted to two million persons before you're a day o l d e r . L o l a ' s first encounter
with Rotterdam" forms an Interesting variation on the theme ‘of "the beginning of the affair
of 1924-25" as recorded by Rhys, Lenglet"and Bowen respectively. Where in Ford's novel
the victim is Rotterdam, preyed upon by "that vampire C a r m e n , „ R h y s ' Quartet makes Marya
the victim, who is put under pressure by Stephan as well ás by both _HeitUers. Her husband
urges her to move in with them, .Heldler bullies her into an^ affair and Lois, for her own
good reasons, gives Marya the final push:

'

I've always let him alone and given him what he wanted and it's never
failed me.
It won't fail me now. He'll get" tired of her as soon as she
gives in.^®

, lï «

^

^

i

In Barred and in its French and Dutch versions^^ Lenglet presents Stania as disregarding
her husband's warnings against the HQbners; Jan is “the victim, powerless to act against
the wrongs the three of them have infdieted upon him.*~’tn Drawn from Life, finally, it is
Bowen who presents herself as the wronged party: as she recalls, her initial Impulse to
take Jean Rhys in had been one of generosity^® and in »spite of later difficulties she had
stuck to her commitment:

s

•

^

She lived with us for many weeks wilst we tried to set her on her feet.
Ford gave her invaluable help with her writing*, 'and I tried to help her
with her clothes.
I was singularly slow in discovering that she and
Ford were in love. ,(...), ^.^Life with-Ford .had'always
insecure. Yet here I was,,cast,for the role of the fortunate wife who
held all the cards, and the girl for- that, of the poor; brave and

desperate beggar who was doomed to be let down by the bourgeoisie.
learnt what a powerful weapon lias in weakness and pathos and how stron
is the position of the person who has nothing to lose, and I simply
hated my role! ..I played it, however, until the girl was restored to
health and her job materialised, since we appeared to represent her las^
chance of survival.^®
Where Bowen’s account presents Rhys as exploiting her situation, it pictures Ford ag^,
having had at least ndxed motives, arising from personal needs as well as artistic
recjuirements :
In order to keep his machinery running, h a ,requires to exercise his
sentimental talents from time to time upon a new object.
It keeps him
young.
It refreshes his ego.
It restores his belief in his powers.
(...) I happened to be the -new object" at a moment when Ford needed to
be given a new lease of after-the-war life. 40
Apparently Jean Rhys was the next object; depressed by the collapse of his Transatlant
Review, Ford was "looking for emotional excitement” and embarked upon what Mizener cal
"the unfortunate affair," just as he had once left his wife for Violbt Hunt during the
decline of The English Review, an earlier literary venture.
As has been suggested above. Ford's picture in When Che Wicked Man of the first
meeting between*tbe^Porters and Joseph Rotterdam can be Interpreted as a sly reversal^
Jean Rhys' fictlonallzatlon of her initial encounter with Ford and B o w e n . I n Quarte,
Marya joins the Beldlers in a little cafó on one of the main boulevards in Paris.
Noticing that Lois has "an odd habit of wincing when Heidler spoke to her sharply,"
suddenly
she felt his hand lying heavily on her knee, (...) His light calm eyes
searched the faces of the people passing on the Boulevard Montparnasse,
and his huge hand lay possessively, heavy as lead, on her knee.
(...)
She made a cautious Jbut decided movement and the hand was withdrawn.
In When the Wicked Man assimilar scene occurs, but with Lola as a willing victim..
Of a dinner party where'thè'Porters are also present, Notterd¿un vaguely rememlsers havin
been drunkenly impressed by Porter's eloquent table speech, and "squeezing in his
enthusiasm Mrs Porter who had slipped into her husband's seat beside him." The next th,
he knew was "that Mrs Porter was talking earnestly across his stomach [and] lower chest,
and that he tried to escape from her by "slid[ing] into Mrs Wagner's seat." But in vain
a little later, as he was about to sign the fatal contract with her husband, "Mrs Porter
(...) kissed him on the lips - in p e r s u a s i o n . L i k e w i s e , after the death of Porter,
Rotterdam, feeling dazed and guiltily responsible for Lola's fate, finds to his dismay,^
that "he had actually promised to take her home and have his wife look after her."^^
Unfortunately, the two women don't take to one another.

In a scene closely

resembling an episode from Quartet, Rotterdam is amused to see how
they exhibited rather elaborate politenesses. When they were near each
other, they' moved elegantly, much as he had seen waterspouts do in the
Caribbean Sea. They talked in extremely distinct tones - about banana or
alligator pear plantations; about rura-facturing in Martinique (...).^®
In Rhys' novel it is Marya who humorously assesses the situation as
comical, of course, and degrading. "They were like two members of a
harem who <lldü''.t get on. «-WKert Lois'did *speak' to her it was with a
strained politeness which at moments was cringing - as if she said: I
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must keep.her In a good temper.

47

Notterdam notices, however, that his children seem to have taken "a great fancy to Mrs
porter who told them fantastic and horrible details of obi and the voodoo practices of the
coloured people of her childhood;|^s home."^®
1

ThosG uninistakablG references to Jeen Rhys* ethnic beck^round Include her own
repeated explanation of the term **Creole." Lola Is a white West Indian: "I don't mean of
coloured origin ... The real Creole of French descent."^® Initially Notterdam is amazed
that "considering her fiery Creole ancestry and upbringing" and her reputation for drunken
violence and obscenity, she causes no trouble at all: "She kept to her bedroom or on sunny
days (...) lay in a chaise longue in the sun." Then he remembers that "Creoles are as
noted for their indolence as for their passion. On that basis, she became entirely
c o m p r e h e n s i b l e . S u c h racist stereotyping reminds us of Heidler's sexisms in Quartet:
"I know that somebody else will get you if I don't. You're that sort," he tells Marya.
When their affair leads to a scene with Lois, he urges his wife: "let me talk to her
(...). You don't understand how to deal with this sort of woman; I do."®^
For readers familiar with Rhys' work. When the Wicked Man frequently creates similar
small shocks of recognition. At times Lola Porter resembles Marya Zelli, at times Jean
Rhys herself, at times that semi-autobiographical compound character, "the Jean Rhys
heroine." Like Anna Morgan in Voyage in the Dark, who shocks her lover by kissing his
hand in gratitude, Lola can be cringingly submissive to Notterdam: "She caught one of his
hands and leaning on his breast kissed it continuously as if she had been a slave
imploring a boon." She sometimes has the typically beaten look of Julia Martin in After
Leaving Mr Mackenzie: " Halting as if her hips were limp. There were dark rims under her
eyes."®^ *Like Julia, and like Sasha Jensen in Good Morning, M i d n i g h t , she is subject to
rapidly changing moods, ranging from futile rage to utter apathy:
"She was looking at him
... with eyes that changed dramatically from demonstrative rage to Intense
.m o u r n f u l n e s s . A n d like the heroines of Rhys' war fiction,®® she fluctuates between
'behavior "madly obscene and furious" and "lachrymose or singularly reasonable."
'
There are also various tongue-in-cheek allusions to Je¿m Rhys as a writer. One of
them is a joking reference to Rhys' first novel-length manuscript Triple See,®"^ which was
never published. Most proîsably Ford himself suggested this title for the book that Mrs. .
Adam, the wife of the Times correspondent in Paris, had edited from a diary, or diaries,
that Jean Rhys had shown her in the early twenties.®® A footnote to Jean Rhys' first
published story "Vienne," which a p ^ a r e d in Ford's Transatlantic Review in December
1924,®® states:* "From novel cailed Triple Sec."^° F°cd, a great admirer of Rhys' work,
makes Notterdam's secretary list Triple Sec among their firm's three least successful
Ipublications, each of them novels on which they had actually lost money. The titles of
'the two others, Venusberg Limited and Welcome Heights, suggest the category to which
Triple Sec belongs ; books "with pep put into their book-ja<ÿcets (...), und^^ped females
and champagne glasses"; '"Woks with covers representing the illicit amours of rich
•Americans in places like Biarritz."®^ Presumably no one detected Ford's joke, here or
elsewhere, as in his description of Lola at work on a biography of her late husband.
-H

■ He spent the "greater part of the afternoon and evening with Lola Porter
— in order to read through with her and advise her over the biography of
her husband that she had begun. She had on a table a confused heap of
what looked like soiled curl papers, scrabbled over with words in faint
pencil. She was very reasonable and mournful.
(...)
From just legible
phrases here and there he got astonishing flashes of the personality of
Porter ... (...)
She dashed down words. Then she did not dare look at
them'again or even arrange the sheets. That .was Notterdam's task.
Surely Ford is quizzing here Rhys' notoriously chaotic method of working on her
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novela and short stories.

As some of her letters reveal, she used to work on odd ai

pieces of paper, producing "lucidity out of an almost incredible mass of tangled not
drafts," so her editor Diana Athill recalls.®^

Ford, who had spent a great deal o ¿

in the mid-twenties going through Jean Rhys' early stories with her, must have been'
familiar with this habit of hers - and teasingly recorded it.
As Notterdam soon learns, Lola is not going to remain in such a submissive mo<j
When drunk.she does indeed lose all control over herself. Jean Rhys' letters, e^pec
those written after she met Leslie Tilden Smith and in the course of her marriage to™
h i m , r e v e a l that depression and drink created similar problems in her life, and tha
they were at times so severe that they would lead to confinement, once even to a ahoi
term in prison. Carole Angler's recent biography of Rhys discusses such episodes,
suggesting that especially the stories "Temps Perdi," "I Spy a Stranger" and "The-ins
World," "Outside the Machine," "A Solid House," and "Let Thera Call It Jazz," can be rea
as fictional records of dark periods in her life.®"^ Rhys' first husband Jean Lenglet
discloses, as Edward de Néve, that Jean Rhys had serious problems with drink.
In his^
semi-autobiographical novel Schuve Vogels (Shy Birds), which was published five years'
after Barred, he pictures her as Helen, the estranged wife of Stephan, some time afté£
affair with Ford (sic) has ended. When her Dutch husband visits Helen in England whei^
she lives with a new lover, Leslie, she is drunkenly abusive and obscene to both of
a devastating, but probably realistic portrait of Rhys.®®
In m e n the Wicked Man Notterdam is struck by the duality in Lola's pefsonalit¿|
... he did not believe (...) that by nature she was as obscene as she
pretended to be when she was drunk. At ordinary times she was rather
delicate, and languidly fastidious about her body ...®®

A
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But her persecution of him acquires such monstrous proportions that he eventually sees^<>
as a kind of archetypal female fiend, "a vampire Carmen (...) [with] the appetites of a,
Caribbean savage, (...)/ whatever bad woman lad first Faust astray."^®

«I

^oven has suggested that Jean Rhys "was well acquainted with every rung
that long and dismal ladder by which the respecteüole citizen descends towards
degradation,"
and again Ford seems intent on burlesquing Bowen's-portrait. He makes
Lola'’a character from a B-movie, a gangster moll "notoriously unfaithful to her husband,"«
with "a taste only for toughs and îow l i f e , ¿ u n n i n g around with "the worst toughs of
any borough you can name."^® Thé language he has her utter, a mixture of boldness,
,
obscenity M d maudlin sentimentality,^^s as implausible as her conduct - in tone, and *
content liglit years removed from the words and actions of the heroines we fln4 Rhys'
,
books. As the following samples of supposedly colloquial "Americanisms," Improbably mixed
with British idioms, demonstrate, they surely cannot have been very close to Rhys' spoken?
discourse, either. First, an example of Lola trying her hand at blackmail:
^ %
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"See here, you, Joe Notterdam, you take your fat greasy cheque-book and
write me this minute a .cheque for a hundred thousand ... Do it, now
(...) You've c o m proMsed me J... .’^ If I don't have that cheque down here
tomorrow morning,, at the hands of, your fat sausage of an accountant I
will smash everything in, t^iis ,rpom 1‘.,
I swear by God that, made me
that tomorrow I will tell jCat Fredericks the whole filthy story.
Next, sentimental pleading:

' ,,

"Oh, Joe, you ain't going to doublecross me after you have made me love
you .... After you've ruined me..,."^®
' ..
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This is followed by suggestive lewdness:
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"Listen:

I know things .... Oh, from the trppics ...." (...)

She

kissed his hand again and again, whispering the most fantastic offers of
herself."^®
Finally, Lola tries the self-pitying approach:
"Listen ... There's an Englishman ... You saw him ... He's a proper
lover ... B e '11 no doubt treat me badly .... All men treat girls badly
... (...) Don't I deserve a twelvemonths' happiness and perhaps a kid
as well as any other woman? ... I've suffered enough
When we compare the last utterance with Marya's similar, moving plea to Heidler in
Quartet, the difference is striking:
"H.J., I want to be happy. Oh, I want it so badly.
(...) I don't want
to be hurt. I don't want anything black or miserable or complicated
anymore. I want to be happy, I want to play around and have good times
like - like other people d o ." .... (...).
"I've been wasting my life," she thought.
"How have“ I stood it for so
long?" And her longing for joy, for any joy, for any pleasure was a mad
thing in her heart. , It was sharp like pain and she clenched her teeth.
It was like some splendid caged animal roused and fighting to get out.
It was an unborn child jumping, leaping, kicking at her side.^^

I

Where Rhys' heroine is believable and moving in her despair, Lola's self-pitying rant
comes as a surprise:
it seems unconnected to her toughness and amorality. The same
applies to her more outrageous word» and" actions; indeed, they do not seem to relate at
all to her outlook and behavior in 'other parts of Ford's novel.
Let us take as an example
a "purple passage" from an episode 'aboard ship.
...it was miserable having Lola Porter forever all over the ship. She
lay all day long and all''night in his salon (...), a drooping woman,
usually half nude ot with a long wet peignoir (...).^®

¿
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Her cabin is "in such repulsive disorder"®*^ that when she has usurx^ed Notterdam's bed,
"stark insensible" with d r i n k , h e ' d e c i ' d e s to stay on deck' rather than sleeping in hers.
All this does not, however, prevent'*liOla from regularly disappearing in order to spend the
night with her, gangster-lover, of-whom "she is'mortally afraid;
"Apparently by night she
had to have a lover but she was perfectly ready by daylight to denounce him to the
p o l l i c e . But when Rotterdam finally tries to seduce the lustful Lola she is not
interested and her language reaches its zenith of improbability:
, ^

;He was heated with "wine'and his lóráin ragl'ng with lust. She was ^
^
completely limp, ‘completely unresls't'ing'and completely unresponsive.
,(...1 He was kissing her'¡lips "with avidity; hers did not move. She
.drew back her head to say; "If you think it fine to have physical
contact, with a woman who '1» mad about another man (...)
It makes you
rather a iousy"villain"- .’..'I®®

Ford leaves it to the reader to reconcile the various incompatible impulses and reactions
of his remarkable character.
If Ford's Lola is meant as a caricature of-Marya Zelli in Quartet, the arrow surely
misses its target, for the original is no longer recognizable. And if she is a disturbing
portrait of Jean Rhys, like de Nève's*ln Schuwe Vogeïs, the attemjA^ is equally ineffectual
because it is' so. Implausible. 'We'may'réjoi'ce for Jàan Rhys' sake that she could not read
de Néve's novel, which cam* out I n Dutch only, and that Ford's book was so unsuccessful
that she possibly never"read it or'heard anything aéòut it. But where de Néve's

N

humiliating picture o£ Rhys as the drunScen and abusive Helen serves at least a rfo'
purpose in that it makes plausible Stephan's cure from his earlier obsession with'
wife, as well as her lover's violence towards her at the end. Ford's attempt at->e
Rhys as Lola Porter seems to be artistically pointless. Not only because the char£
so Improbable but also because she is so irrelevant: her persecution of Notterdaol^
in the end affect either his fate or hers. When we meet Lola at the close of the”'^
she has the air of a~young matron and has just married her "proper" English love^
whom she is going to start a chicken farm in Sussex.®^ Whatever Ford's personal-^jsli
for creating this amazing character, he failed as a writer by turning her into an
inconsistent creature who fits badly into the fictional world he made up for her,.
In the final analysis. Ford's motivations for picturing Rhys as Lola must h^<
inspired by considerations similar to those that prompted Rhys to draw in Quartet;
critical portrait of her husband, a highly critical portrait of Ford and a mercile^i
portrait of Stella Bowen.®® The weapons Ford used against her were the same she hai
against him, and he employed the same strategy of obliqueness and indirectness throjii
"double layers" of fiction.
It was a case of "measure for measure"; and if the
counter-attacks of Mhón the Wicked Man seem to hit rather further below the belt th)
blows dealt by Quartet, Rhys champions have at least the consolation that her novels
widely read and discussed today, while Ford's book appears to have sunk into almost^
complete oblivion.
NOTES

"I
Jean Rhys, Postures (subsequently titled Quartet), London, Ghetto and Windus, 1 9 2 8 ^
Edward de Néve (pseudonym of Jean Lenglet), Barred, London, Desmond Harmsworth, 193
Cf. Martien Kappers, "A Gloomy Child and Its Devoted Godmother: Quartet, Barred,
verrous-and In de Strik," Jean Rhys Review, 2, 1, 1987, pp. 20-30.
i

^

m

Stella Bowen, Drawn from Life (1941). With a New Introduction by Julia Loewe. Lon^
Virago Press Limited, 1984, p.l66. Julia Loewe is Bowen's daughter by Ford; this is*
Stella Bowen's only reference to Jean Lenglet. Bowen's autobiography, in earning he^
sympathy of Arthur Mizener, would seem to have largely shaped "common opinion" of Fgi
affair with Rhys. For his discussion of that episode in The Saddest Story: A Biograi
of Ford Madox Ford, London, etc.. The Bodley Head, 1971, Mizener mainly draws-upon'^.J
Bowen's account and oh Rhys' Quartet. In the introduction (p.xx), Mizener calls B o ^ o
"generous, and humorous woman”; further on he comments that when Stella Bowen' founc^^u
about Jean Rhys and Ford "she appears to have taken her usual generous attitude
throughout" (p.346).
•tifi

The passage occurs in the so-called "Green Exercise Book," now at the Department'of
Special Collections, McFarlin Library, University of Tulsa. All subsequent quotes ta)o
from this entry are given by courtesy of Francis Wyndham, literary executor of The Jeai^
Rhys Estate. Rhys is referring tç Bowen's^ description of .her in Drawn from Life,
pp.166-168, which Mizener quotes on p.345 of his biography.
Tulsa's "Guide to the
Rhys Collection," 1985, p.l, suggests that the entry ,in the "Green Exercise Book" can'^fî
"probably" be dated as 1972. Since Rhys comments, after browsing through Mizener's bogk;
"When I looked at the clock it was half past three (...). An hour £ a half before I
could read the papers of today 1972" (sic), there would appear to exist no doubt about’ij.
the exact year.
^ "The Green Exercise Book,” no page.
® Ibid.
Î70i!f

® Cf. Letters of Ford Madox Ford, ed. Richard. Mj. Ludwig, Princeton, Princeton University^**^
Press, New Jersey, 1965; and Ford Madox Ford, Return to Yesterday, New York,- Horace
^
Liveriglit* 1932 and Jt Was the Nightingale, London, William Heinemann, Ltd., 1934.

I

7 Quoted ip Sondra J.-Stang, "An Interview with Janice Biala (1979)," The Presence of Ford
Hadox Ford: A Memorial Volume of Essays, Poems, and Memoirs, edited, with an

I
^

Introduction, by Sondra J. Stang, Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania Press, 1981,
p.220. The interview does not specificaliy refer to the Ford-Rhys affair.
In The Life
in the Fiction of Ford Madox Ford, Princeton, New Jersey, Princeton University Press,
1980, Thomas C. Moser appears to endorse Biala's view when he comments on "one of Ford's
most touching traits, an unwillingness or inability to defend himself" (p.l83).
3 The Saddest Story, p.xxi.

9 Ford Madox Ford, The Good Soldier, a Tale of Passion (1915), with an Interpretation by
Mark Schorer, New York, Vintage Books, Random House, 1955. All subsequent quotations
from The Good Soldier will refer to this edition. Ford was christened Ford Hermann
Hueffer. He changed his name by deed-poll to Ford Madox Ford on 28 June 1919. He had
used various other names from time to time, but Ford Madox Ford became his legal name and
I not a writing pseudonym.
I owe this information to Elgin W. Mellown (Letter, 1 February
i 1985), who cites as a source Frank McShane, The Life and fiork of Ford Madox Ford, New
York, 1965.
19 See The Saddest Story, p.253, for specific examples; and Chapter 20 for a detailed
discussion of The Good Soldier.
In his "Final Biographical Speculations" {The Life in
the Fiction of Ford Madox Ford, pp.185-195), Moser elaborates upon Mizener's fadings,
providing additional biographical evidence for s'uch composite portraits.^* *

W
11 The Saddest Story, p.253.
Roger Sale, "Ford's Coming of Age: The Good Soldier and Parade's End," in The Presence
of Ford Madox Ford, pp.57-58 and 61-62. Sale is referring to the feunous statement by
John Dowell, the character-narrator of The Good Soldier, that "there is no man who loves
a woman that does not desire to come to her for the renewal of his courage, for the cutting asunder of his difficulties" (Ford Madox Ford, The Good Soldier, A Tale of
Passion, p.115). Moser, too, sees The Good Soldier in this light: Ford "did have the
courage - in the guise of fiction - to admit his dislike for Violet, [and] give Elsie
prussic acid
{Life in the Fiction of Ford Madox Ford, p.l93).
13

See for instance Mizener's discussion of Ford's tetralogy Parade’s End (1924-1928),, and
Moser, passim.
.TtS-
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Ford Madox Ford, When the fticked Man, New York, Horace LiVeright, Inp., 1931. , ^ 1 1 .
subsequent page-references to When the Wicked'Man will be taken'from'this edition. For
the two novels' publication histories see Elgin W. Mellown, Jean Rhys, a Descriptive and
Annotated Bibliography of Works and Criticism, New York and London, Garland Pubi., Inc.,
1984, p.7 ff. and p.l66. Ford started When the Wicked Man in Paris and'continued it in
New York in 1929, finishing the novel aboard the R.Ì4.S. Maufetanla^ ^ o f t h e ' s c i l l l as"
(sic), on 1 December 1930 (cf. When the Wicked Man, p.352}\ Mellown does not mention
the English first edition of When the Wicked Man (London, Cape, 1932)‘.
’
stAtes in 1984 that "No one seems to have realized (...) that, it^ [When the ,
Wicked ManJ is closely linked to the Ford-Rhys relationship" /p*.1l66)
He w e r l o o k s
Moser's The Life in the Fiction of Ford Madox Ford, pp.258-259, as well.aa^ a 1983 '
article by Paul Delany that makes the point that "Ford vulgarized Rhys in When the
Wicked Man" ("Jean Rhys and Ford Madox Ford: What 'Really' Happened?," Mosaic, XVI, 4,
1983, p.21). Though Moser argues that "Ford seems to be using his earlier books and his
®srly and recent past in When the Wicked Man not so much because he has, for
psychological reasons, to justify himself, but because he Is desperate for material," he
states in almost the same breath that " L o l a ’Porter,‘^the''C'reole'joiirnalist-widow .of a
young writer (...) is Ford's revenge on Jean Rhys "for putting him in )ier ,1928 novel
Postures" (p.259) ., Moser also points to an additional source for*the portrait of Lola:

the widow of Ford's friend Joseph Conrad (ibid.). His subsequent discussion ;o^
autobiographical "material" that, permeates Ford's novel treats that specific eii
from Ford's "recent past," the affair with Jean Rhys, as wholly marginal.
When the Wicked Man was published on both sides of the Atlantic.
The flop
Digest for 1931, pp,360-361, lists nine American reviews of the Liveright ed£b
majority of a condemning nature.
These are summarized in David Dow Harvey's Fo.
Ford, 1873-1939: A Bibliography of Works and Criticism, Princeton, New Jersey,^**
Oniversity Press, 1962, pp.67-77 and pp.390-396. Harvey includes three British
which are siore favorable, of the English first edition of When the Wicked M a n ^
-i».
than half of this edition was sold, the remainder being pulped (no figures are pr^v
for the American edition). Nevertheless, "Catalogues list a reprint by Cape in^
1934, which was more lilcely a cheaper reissue" (p,77). No copies of such an isa
it did materialize, appear to have survived and to all intents and purposes F o r ^ i
all but vanished after 1932.
In 1934 a "detective novel" called When the Wick
J.F.H. Hannay was published at Methuen's in London, a duplication of titles whicfi
publisher would surely have avoided if Ford's boo)c were still lingering in a n y o n ^ ^ ^
memory (let alone being reissued that same year). See The Times Literary Supplement/
8 November 1934, p.777.

‘rf*-

The Inter-Library Loan Service of the Oniversity Library of Amsterdam failed to trac
the novel in Europe, though there is in fact a readers' copy of the 1932 Cape edition
the British Museum Library (cf. Ford Madox Ford, 1873-1939, op.cit., p.77). I was
fortunate enough to acquite a copy of the O.S.¡ edition of When the Wicked Man tròia
Library of Congress Loan Division in Washington, D.C., whose services I hereby
Vi

gratefully acknowledge.

Î

.pife
The Saddest Story, pp.517-519.
Ezek. XVIII, 27: see the Epigraph on the title page of When the Wicked Man.

á.

^^The Good Soldier has also been held to t>e part of the literary genesis of Quartet.
(S^
Peter Wolfe, Jean Rhys, Boston, Twayne Publishers, 1980, pp.79-81, and Judith Kegan
Gardiner, "Rhys Recalls Ford: Quartet and The Good Soldier," Tulsa Studies in Women's^^
Literature, voi. 1, number 1, Spring 1982, pp.67-81.)
For a more nuanced view, cf., P¿^‘
Delany, op.cit., pp.l6 and 24, and Carole Angier, Jean Rhys, Penguin Books Ltd., ^
Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 1985, p.48). For a repudiation of the idea of conscious .
parallelisms between Quartet and The Good Soldier, see my forthcoming reply to Kegan
Gardiner's article. Apart from certain historical evidence that suggests the strong
unlikelihood of Jean Rhys' actually having read The Good Soldier before the publlcatio|
of Quartet, the resemblances traced by Wolfe and Gardiner between Ford's novel and Rhy
do not in my view point to intertextual influence at all. What they seem to suggest,
rather, is -the strong link between the "real" and the "fictional" lives of both authors^
- in Ford's -case so strong that he may well have written The Good Soldier as "a sort off
fictional blueprint" of his affair with Rhys, which occurred many years later; an affai^
which can be seen as "an attempt .to make his life imitate his art," (Delany, op.cit.,
• pp.16-17). Moser, too, argues that Ford sought to live in accordance with a
seIf-engendered persona: "his fiction constantly prophec[ied] events in his real life"
(...); "his fiction not only reflects but often prefigures and sometimes even influences
the progress of his passions" (The Life in .the. Fiction of Ford Madox Ford, p.x and p.5)
But if it is true that after The Good Soldier Ford tried to live up to the fictional
self-image he had created, the novel is surely in the first place a record of the
real->life involvements of Ford with various women previous to Jean Rhys. Delany says
the novel set up "an emotional program that Ford was driven to act out many times in his
own life, with varying partners" (p.l6). But Jean Rhys had no such fictional program
when she met Ford, and it is on the real-life events that she based her fictional
record:

she had no cause to consult any Fordian blueprint.

When the Wicked Man, p.96.

■Ï22 rhô Good Soldlar, op.cit., p.l74. Thi» intarrölationship between Ford's two novels is
yet
example of the remarkably symbiotic connection Isetween his life and his
fiction.
A s Moser puts it. Ford's "creative imagination" was characterized by a
"tendency t o shift about, in_similar but ever-changing patterns, a group of familiar
fictive counters closely connected to a few human beings" (The Lifa in the Fiction of
ford
Ftard, p.xi) . "Khen the fiickad Man (...) attempts to fuse his private myth,
expressed t o perfection in The Good Soldier, with a satire on New York publishing
practices (...) . The resemblances to earlier Fordian fiction are themselves but
distorted Images of only too familiar happenings from Ford's long, tormented past"
r
(pp.257-258) . (See Moser's note 8, p.329 for a more detailed discussion of the
r

relatioosiiip between Ford's "past fictions and lost loves.")

23> «hen tba Wickad Man, p.4.
Jean Rhys, Quartet, London, André Deutsch Limited, 1969, pp.10-11.
references t o the novel will be based on this edition.

All subsequent

25 cf. The Saddest Story, op.cit.. Chapter 20.
is
iß Quartet:, op.cit., pp. 11-12, and pp.66 and 76. i,In The Life in the Fiction of Ford Madox
:
0
f Ford,
comments on a diary entry züoout Ford by Violet Huntr "Her des'crlíptlon of
his cold b l u e eyes looks forward to Jean Rhys' Hugh Heidler" (p.324).
According t o Thomas C. Moser, "Elspeth's 'equable tempercuneht' (...),
and the bo u s i n g arrangements siegest Stella" (The Life in the Fiction
Ford, p.258) . Moser also points out various resemblances loetween the
*' Elspeth a n d Ford's wife Elsie Martindale, the chief model for I«onora
-Soldier- fcf. my note 22, above).

I

her brother's name
of i’ord Madox
character of
in The Good

‘

i

the Wicked Man, p.48.

29 Ibid., p.28.
30 Ibid.
31 Drawn f i r m Life, p.l66.
32

Barred ca m e out in 1932 (see note 2)

S3 Wien the Wicked Man, p.l63.
backgrocnd Is wholly absent.

Quartet is Rhys' only novel in which her Caribbean
^ ...

Si
'*^Ibid., p.226.

’

f .

Ibid., p.83.
The incubus/succubus image is echoed in Bowen's ’comment in flrawn from Life
that "the wamlng of Ford's attachment to his girl [Rhys]’ liad its''distressing side. A
man seldom shows to advantage when trying to get 'rid of a *wonan who has become an
incubus.- (p,1 6 8 ) .

3C
37

Ouartet. p . 8

1

.

De Mève's novel also appeared in a Dutch and a French (original) edition: In de Strik,
Amsterdam, Andries Blitz, 1932, and Sous les verrous, Paris, Librairie Stock, 1933.

38
ïhe’epigxaph to Quartet, '.'Beware of Good Samaritans," no doubt represents Jean Rhys'
<^inion of the generosity Bowen recalls.

Drawn from Lifm, pp.166-167. Thar* 1« «n important dlffaranc* b«tw««n Totd'i
tha works by Rhys, Langlet and Bowan. In Whan tha Wicked Man thara la raallj^
losar; the four characters that make up a composite portrait of Jean Lenglát’^íJ
husbands and har gangstar-lover, and the man who has cuckolded Notterdam) • '^of
wife gats the divorce she wanted, Notterdam gets the girl he loves, and Lola'':
English "proper lover." Rhys makes Marya the victim as well as Stephan, b u ^
of Quartet Marya has Ipst all and is perhaps dead, while Stephan strides of^^
future, with another woman at his side. The Heldlers get off scot-free. Lang
pictures Jan van Laeuwen as his main victim, but the novel closes with Stanlá^
without his support or that of the HObners. Lika the Heldlers in Quartet, the^_
escape serious damage. Stella Bowen presents Rhys as "saved" by herself and For
omits Lenglet's fate and pictures herself as the main sufferer, who finally lo#^
"It cut the fundamental tie between himself and me" (Drawn from Life, p.l66)
M

^

^°Ibid., p.165.
The Saddest Story, p.345. Bowen had replaced Violet Hunt, who had replaced Elsl
Martindale, Ford's wife, at a time when Ford was worried and felt misunderstood
the English Review and the lack of comfort from his wife.
He turned to Violet.'H^|
because "he fourtd the sympathy of an attractive woman necessary to the dramatizatl
himself as the unjustly suffering man” (The Saddest Story, p.l77). Mizener coniai
shows how this "Fordian obsession” came to be a recurrent pattern in his life.
Delany, op.cit., pp.16-17 and Moser op.cit., who applies this pattern to the^g
Ford’s fiction as well. "For Ford the courage to start every new, serious novels
modern love had to come from a new woman" (pp.118-119). Moser works out this t t e ^
four "wives" of Ford's and "at least three extramarital attachments."
,
This first meeting probably took place at the end of 1924, after Ford had been sho
some of Rhys’ early writings by Mrs. Adam, the wife of the Times correspondent,,in^Pa
Be subsequently asked her to come and live with him and Stella so that he could help
with her work. See Carole Ahgier, Jean Rhys, pp.46-47 and Jean Rhys, Letters 1931;^
p.65.
Quartet,* pp. 12-13.

?/<ÎÏ
When the Wicked Man, pp.82-83.

'

Ibid., p.172.
^®Ibid., p.193.
C

Quartet, p.lOl.
Mhen the Wicked Man, p.l87.
Ibid., p.182. See, for instance, Jean Rhys, Letters 1931-1966, where she discusses
figure of Bertha (Antoinette) Rochester in Wide Sargasso Sea; and Robert-Henk Zuidingÿ
"Jean Rhys, Een Literair Raadsel," Baagse Post, 19 March 1977, p.6. Jean Rhys was, oicj
course, pure Creole of British descent.
¿
i

^^When Che Wicked Man, p.l92.
Quartet, p.l03.
When the Wicked Man, p.l71 and p.234, Cf. Jean Rhys Voyage in the Dark, London,
Constable t Co., Ltd., 1934, and After Leaving Mr Mackenzie, London, Jonathan Cape,
1931..
.
- - ^
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Jean Rhys, Good Morning, Midnight, London, Constable t Company Ltd., 1939.
When the Wicked Man, p.265.
"I Spy A Stranger," "Temps Perdi," "Inside the Machine," "A Solid House," "The Insect
World" and "Let Them call It Jazz." The first two stories were published in Penguin
Modern Stories, I, edited by Judith Burnley, Harmondsworth, Penguin Books Ltd., 1969.
The other stories appeared in Jean Rhys, Tigers Are Better~Looking, with a Selection
from The Left Bank, London, André Deutsch, 1968.
^ When the Wicked Man, p.265.
As Carole Angler's recent article "Week-End in Gloucestershire" reveals. Triple Sec
survives as part of the holdings kept by Rhys' literary executor Francis Wyndham (The
London Magazine, June 1987, voi.27, no.3, pp.30-46). Cf. also Carole Angler, Jean Rhys,
p.46.
'Elgin W. Mellown, Jean Rhys, p.l35. See also Angler, "Week-End in Gloucestershire,"
p.34 for a similar account of the origin of the title. But there are other versions.
David Plante, in "Jean 'Rhys; A Remembrance," The Paris Review, no.76, Fall 1979,
p.238-284, reports that Rhys told him it was Mrs. Adam who suggested the title and that
her husband worked for the Daily Mirror in Paris: "She called it Triple Sec”
<pp.249-250). Elizabeth Vreeland, in the same issue, quotes Rhys as saying that
"someone” in Jean Lenglet's office in Vienna had shown her stories to Ford Madox Ford
("Jean Rhys, The Art of Fiction, LXIV," ibid., p.225).
^ Transatlantic Review, 2, December 1924, pp.639-645 (see Mellown, Jean Rhys, p.l35).
’ Some of the material was used in later works. Angler's "Week-End in Gloucestershire”
discusses in detail how "Till Septemlaer Petronella" developed from part of the
manuscript of Triple Sec, The story was published in Tigers Are Better-Looking,
Pp.9-36.
" C f . Ford's laudatory Preface to Jean Rhys' first book The Left Bank £ Other Stories,-,.
London, Jonathan Cape, 1927.
When the Wicked Man, p.20 and p.23. If Elgin W. Mellown is right in claiming that it
was Lola Porter who was the author of Triple Sec, the joke is’even more pointed. See
his Jean Rhys, op.cit., p.l66.
I have, however, found no evidence in Ford's novel to
support Mellown's claim. "Triple Sec" was the name of a (then) fashionable drink.
I

Wien the Wicked Man, p.281.
' Cf. Jean Rhys, Letters 1931-1966, on the long and painful composition of Wide^Sargasso
5ea, and about the problems that arose when her publisher sent 'down to Devon a typist to
help her with her drafts. See also Diana Athlll, "Jean Rhys and the Writlng^of 'Wide
Sargasso Sea,'" Bookseller 3165, 20 August 1966, p.l378. Cf. also Carole Angler, "All
I Can Do," The London Review of Books, 21 June - 4 JXily 1984, p.22r "She worked'pn
chaotic bits and pieces of paper only she could read, cutting and shifting endlessly in
»•arch of clarity, smoothness, the exact word." See also David Plante's chapter on Jean
*hys in Difficult Women: A Memoir of Three, London, Victor Gollancz Ltd., 1983, about
his assistance in sorting out the numerous disconnected fragments and discarded drafts
that eventually made up Smile Please,
otters 1931-1966, op.cit.
■Í

’6

T-

'^•»n Rhys, pp.51-68.
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Ibid., pp.69-75. The stories were printed in Penguin Modern Stories, op.ciíi^í
Tigers Are Better-Looking, op.cit.
■>*
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■

Ed. de Néve, S c h u m Vogels, Amsterdam^ Andries Blitz, 1937. The autobiographl
of this novel was confirmed to me in a letter from Mrs. Anne (Phyllis) S m y s e ^ É
daughter of Leslie Tilden Smith, who wrote on 18 March 1987 that the English
Schuwe Vogels correspond in detail with Jean Rhys and Tilden Smith's stay in
near Heybridge, in the late twenties. Lenglet, who was still Rhys' husband,
visited them there. In the novel Stephan visits Helen and Leslie at their bu1i^
the Thames, off Weybridge, in order to discuss their divorce, See my forthcomin
discussion of S c h u m Vogels.
When the Wicked Man, p.287.
Ibid., pp.83, 287 and 309.

71
72

Drawn from Life, p.l67.
When the Wicked Man, pp.162-163.
Ibid., p.162.
Ibid., pp.225-226.
Ibid., p.226.

‘^^Ibid., p.227, p.291.
Ibid., p.291. Mizener attributes the overall failure of When the Wicked Man to
:orl
"all too confident ignorance" of.r contemporary
life— and
- American
-------- ----— amanners
. "Ford did?
understand the world he was describing and,, what is worse, was so sure he did that"«'
exposed his ignorance freely" (The Saddest Story, p.518). "He makes all his chara§
'speak American,'" but the result is "incomprehensible locutions, apparently intenc
for American colloquialisms (...), regularly accompanied by what Ford apparently'
not know are exclusively British locutions" (ibid., pp.518-519). Characters likl®
Porter are "made up of Ford's scattered and inaccurate observations of Americans ar
recollections of the life described in American books- at least a generation out of"
when he was writing" (ibid.). Ford's biographer puts forward a psychological
*
explanation: "Ford's deep anxiety to remain, contemporary." Possibly, Hemingway's bot
had convinced him "that the dignified literary speech of his young manhood had bec1)A
hopelessly dated" (ibid.). Mizener extends this judgment to two other late and
unsuccessful novels by Ford: The Rash Act (1933) and Henry for Hugh (1934).
(Ibid‘
pp.604-605, note 70.)
The nine American reviews that I have seen tend to endorse Mizener's judgment,
though of the three British reviewers one finds Ford's picture of American life
convincingly authentic in that it resembles "the familiar scene painted by the nat¿y»
American novelist" (Times, 9, 14 June 1932).? See Harvey, Ford Madox Ford, 1373-nl
op.cit., pp.390-397, Perhaps in. order to forestall further criticism. Ford inserti^,^
"Author's Note for the English Reader" in the 1932 Cape edition, pp.9-10, stating t h &
he "must (...) insist upon the fact that this book is in no sense a picture of A m e r S '
and still less of New York, manners."
Quartet, p . 76’and p.74.
When the Wicked Man, pp.299 and 300.
80 Ibid., p.311.

39.
1*

84 Ibid., p.348.
85 The .a«e «ppll«, of course, to Lenglefs counter-attack in Barred, and even to Stella
Bowen's sympathetic condescension towards Rhys in Drawn from Life, which so infuriated
her.

(Bowen did obviously score a few points, in that her biography seems to have

largely shaped prevalent opinions about the Rhys-Ford affair.)
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TWO MODERKISMS: THE NOVELS OF JEAN RHYS
Jane Neide Ashcom
Much has been written about the entire Jean Rhys corpus; most writers, however, tend
to stress the same issue: the consciousness of the Rhys protagonist as a single character,
vulnerable and male-dependent, tracing the psychological disintegration of this character
from the fragile innocence of Anna Morgan in Voyage la the Dark to the madness of Bertha .
Mason in Wide Sargasso Sea. Without much interpretation they mention the long hiatus
between the bul)c of Rhys' wor)c', four novels and a collection of short stories, all
published before World War II', and her last and most praised novel, Hide Sargasso Sea,
published in 1966. They expend their efforts, in establishing a continuity, in identifying
thematic and subject concerns that continue from ohè boolc into the next, despite changes
in sètting or more important changes in technique.
In a quest for critical unity, critics
ignore or de—emphasize some significant differences.
It is these differences between the works written before and after the gulf of
silence that I shall examine. Also, while not ignoring the relationship of autobiography
to her works, I shall consider th¿m as well in relation to the time in which she wrote
them. Rhys said that she wrote about herself because "I am the only truth I know." That
statement may have seemed the whole answer to her, but the fact 1s that one participates n
the age in which one lives and one's truth reflects the truths of an age as well as of
one's deepest self. As I examine the novels, I shall postulate a new sort of modernism to
contain Rhys' early novels of the thirties. The final novel. Wide Sargasso Sea,
exemplifies not only a change pf theme but a- marked change of technique, that chararterize
by a more familiar modernism, as practice«^ b>y Virginia Woolf,*T.S. Eliot and James oyce.
If one examines Rhys' work in its literary-historical context and considers as a
unit her early work, all written betweea 1924 and 1939, one sees clearly its affinities
with the writing of others of the period, writers such as Graham
Isherwood, George Orwell and Ernest Hemingway. While not ignoring the single-mindedness
Of her themes, one can see that she is concerned as a-writer with images, issues, and ways
of speaking that occupied her contemporaries as. well.

-

*

Like Isherwood, Rhys angrily rejected the bourgeois condescension “h®
crumbling yet pretentious London.
Like Greene, she recognized that hostility
permeate the lives of ordinary people and turn them against innocent neighbors.
Isherwood and Greene, she dramatized perceptions through techniques learned from f
Like Orwell, she chose to learn about, the seedy side of modern life and exposed with
honesty, insight and compassion the U v e a of those on both aides of the slender line
respectability.
U k e Hemingway, she presented characters unwilling to engage in or

.

